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Abstract

This project report presents an implementation of a GenderMag Recorder's Assistant
from a semi-working state to a fully working Chrome web store application.

In addition, this project report also discusses the persona customization option and
limitations and how the persona tool eases the process of persona customization.

For results, we present the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant's and persona tool's impact
and how our contributions enable distributed use of GenderMag.
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1. Introduction
This project is about creating a positive impact on the GenderMag project using the
existing GenderMag artifacts. The GenderMag Method is a process and set of materials
to help with the process. The core of the GenderMag Method is a gender-specialized
cognitive walkthrough and a set of GenderMag personas that focus on five cognitive
factors in problem-solving styles. It enables software practitioners (e.g., developers,
managers, UX professionals) find gender-inclusivity "bugs" in their software, and then fix
the bugs they find.

However, methods like these are cognitively heavy, requiring software developers to
immerse themselves in perspectives of people different from themselves. This is
especially cognitively difficult for modeling people very different from themselves such as
having a different gender, as is the case when using the GenderMag method [Burnett et
al. 2016, Hill et al. 2016]. To ease developers’ cognitive burden with GenderMag Method,
researchers came up with the Chrome-based web extension for GenderMag called the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant.

A study [Mendez et al. 2018], found that while using the GenderMag Recorder Assistant
Tool or GenderMag paper-based method, the participants’ preferences, and ability to
deeply engage with persona, pointed to paper personas. From this study, I got to know
two important things. First, the tool is a part of the GenderMag family but not a lot of
people know about it. Second, the participants’ preferred paper personas more.

We had the following ideas behind the entire project about the GenderMag Recorder
Assistant Tool.
● People should know about the tool.
● Encouraging people to start contributing to the tool’s open-source projects.
● Spread the word about GenderMag.
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When I started working on the old GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool, it had issues
with poor performance and unpredictable crashes. As a result, the old GenderMag
Recorder’s Assistant Tool was unstable, not robust, and not scalable enough for our
users. It was necessary that we find a solution to resolve these problems because with
this type of issues no user will understand the actual workflow of the tool. As a result, no
one will be able to contribute to this project. To transform our idea into reality I started
working on the following things.

● GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant Tool
○ Open-source environment - Github
○ Tool - Chrome Store

Also, recall that the study found that the participants preferred paper personas more.
Paper personas had an option for customization but no single technology-friendly option.
To resolve these issues and give a more viable option for customizing personas, I created
a tool called the persona tool. With the use of the tool, users can customize all three
GenderMag personas from the GenderMag website.

I will summarize my work and the impact we know about it.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 gives details about
Background work related to GenderMag and personas. Section 3 outlines the work I did
with the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool open-source environment (GitHub) and its
implementation of the Chrome extension on Google Chrome Web Store. Section 4
discusses the evaluation of the Persona tool. Section 5 presents conclusions and future
work. Section 6 & 7 show the appendix and references respectively.
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2. Background
The GenderMag Method (short for “Gender Inclusiveness Magnifier”) is a method for
finding gender-inclusiveness issues in software features. Using GenderMag, software
developers and/or user experience (UX) teams can evaluate their software from a
gender-inclusiveness perspective. GenderMag’s foundations lie in research on how
people's individual problem-solving strategies sometimes cluster by gender. GenderMag
focuses on five facets of problem-solving:
(1) Motivations: More women than men are motivated to use technology for what it helps
them accomplish, whereas more men than women are motivated by their interest in
technology itself [Beckwith et al. 2004, Burnett et al. 2011, Burnett et al. 2010, Cassell
2002, Hallström et al. 2015, Hou et al. 2006, Kelleher 2009, Margolis et al. 2003, Simon
2001].
(2) Information processing styles: Problem-solving with software often requires
information gathering, and more women than men gather information
comprehensively—gathering fairly complete information before proceeding but more men
than women use selective styles following the first promising information, then
backtracking if needed [Cafferata et al. 1989, Coursaris et al. 2008, Meyers-Levy et al.
2015, Meyers-Levy et al. 1991, Riedl et al. 2010].
(3) Computer self-efficacy: Women often have lower computer self-efficacy (confidence)
than their peers, and this can affect their behavior with technology [Beckwith et al. 2004,
Beckwith et al. 2005, Beckwith et al. 2006, Burnett et al. 2011, Burnett et al. 2010,
Durndell et al. 2002, Hartzel 2003, Huffman et al. 2013, Margolis et al. 2003,
O’Leary-Kelly et al. 2004, Piazza Blog 2015, Sing et al. 2013].
(4) Risk aversion:  Women tend statistically to be more risk-averse than men, [Charness
et al. 2012, Dohmen et al. 2011, Weber et al. 2002] and risk aversion can impact users’
decisions as to which feature sets to use.
(5) Styles of Learning Technology: Women are statistically more likely to prefer
learning software features in process-oriented ways, and less likely than men to prefer
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learning new software features by playfully experimenting (“tinkering”). [Beckwith et al.
2006, Burnett et al. 2011, Cao et al. 2010, Chang et al. 2014, Hou et al. 2006, Rosner
and Bean 2009].

The GenderMag Method enables software practitioners (e.g., developers, managers, UX
professionals) find gender-inclusivity "bugs" in their software, and then fix the bugs they
find. Evaluations of GenderMag’s validity and effectiveness have produced strong results.
Empirical results from both lab and field studies have been very encouraging. We have
some examples as follows. In a lab study, professional UX researchers were able to
successfully apply GenderMag, and over 90% of the issues it revealed were validated by
other empirical results or field observations, with 81% aligned with gender distributions of
those data [Burnett et al. 2016]. GenderMag was also used to evaluate a Digital Library
interface, uncovering significant usability issues [Cunningham et al. 2016 ]. In a field
study evaluating GenderMag in 2- to 3-hour sessions at several industrial sites [Burnett
and Peters 2016, Hill et al. 2016], software teams analyzed their own software using
GenderMag and found gender-inclusiveness issues in 25% of the features they
evaluated. In Open Source Software (OSS) settings, OSS professionals used GenderMag
to evaluate OSS tools and infrastructure and found gender-inclusiveness issues in 32% of
the use-case steps they considered [Mendez et al. 2018]. In a longitudinal study at
Microsoft, variants of GenderMag were used to improve at least 12 teams’ products
[Burnett et al. 2017].
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3. Enhancing the GenderMag Tool and Open
Source Environment
At the time when I started working on GenderMag Recorder's Assistant tool. It was
hosted on an open-source GitHub source control platform in a semi-working condition
with no contributors. Based on my understanding, the main reason behind fewer
contributors was a lack of project documentation and a broken tool. In this project, I
improved the open-source project and documentation and led the tool to the working
condition.

3.1 What is the Tool?
The GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool is an Open Source project implemented as a
Chrome extension. The Recorder’s Assistant semi-automates the use of the GenderMag
method. It is available through Github and also freely downloadable from the chrome
webstore.

Using the tool is not required to use GenderMag. Teams of software professionals can
work together using GenderMag on paper to evaluate systems in the design and/or
implementation phases. However, GenderMag is cognitively heavy, requiring software
developers to immerse themselves in perspectives of people different from themselves.
This is especially cognitively difficult for modeling people very different from themselves
such as having a different gender, as is the case when using the GenderMag method
[Burnett et al. 2016, Hill et al. 2016]. This raises the question of whether semi-automating
such a method might ease developers’ cognitive burden. To investigate this question, my
colleagues built a Chrome-based web extension for GenderMag called the GenderMag
Recorder’s Assistant. The tool semi-automates evaluating any prototype/mockup
viewable in a Chrome browser: e.g., web-based apps (mobile or desktop), Html mockups,
etc.
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To use the Recorder’s Assistant, a software team navigates via the browser to the app or
mockup they want to evaluate, then starts the tool from the browser menu. The main
sequence is to view a persona (Figure. 3.1(c)) and proceed through the scenario of their
choice from the persona’s perspective, one action at a time. At each step, the tool’s
“context-specific capture” captures screenshots about the action the team selects (Figure
3.1(a)), and records the answers to questions about it (Figure. 3.1(b)). The tool saves this
sequence of screenshots and questions/answers to form a gender-bias “bug report.”

Through these mechanisms, the Recorder’s Assistant aims to reduce the cognitive load
for software professionals working with GenderMag in three ways: visually marking the
user action that software professionals are currently considering (Figure. 3.1 (a), box
around the action “click on shift”); guiding the software professionals through the
GenderMag questions, including a checklist of the persona’s facets to be considered
(Figure. 3.1(b)); and keeping the software practitioners’ chosen persona visible and
quickly accessible (Figure. 3.1(c))

Figure 3.1a: The Recorder’s Assistant tool during an evaluation of an executable mock-up of a mobile
time-and-scheduling app. (Left): The app being evaluated is displayed with (a) a rectangle around the action the
evaluators are deciding if a user like “Abi” will take. (Right): A blow-up of portions of the GenderMag features,
which would appear below the app on the left, including (b) the GenderMag question the software practitioners
are answering at the moment, including a checklist of Abby’s facets; and (c) a summary of the persona the
team has decided to use (in this case, Abby).
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3.2 Problems I addressed
I addressed three problems. First, the tool was not stable. This involved a lot of bug-fixing
(which are not discussed in this document). Second, after it became stable, I instituted
software engineering processes to keep it stable enough to offer on the Google Chrome
Webstore and made it available there. Third, to make it possible for developers around
the world to contribute to the tool’s maintenance I redid our nascent open-source Github
version.

3.3 What did I do about the Tool?

3.3.1 Chrome store
When I saw the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant Tool for the first time, it was not in
working condition. I started studying the background information and research papers
behind the tool. Based on data and research papers I understood that it's a great tool that
helps developers to identify issues in their website or design prototype. With this
motivation, I started working on this project.

When I started working on the project the only way to use the app was with manual
installation. That installation took about 10 steps. For me, that was a lot of steps to follow
just to start the application and because of this, I felt no one would like to use this app.
This one was not the only hurdle after following the long procedure of installation. I started
using the application by following the video tutorial available on the Gendermag.org
website. At that time the tool had lots of issues and hardly worked, and a major issue was
the crashing of application.
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I started fixing the major issues on the tool. First I resolved the major application crashing
issue and brought the tool to a stable position where we can start working on the actual
GenderMag method. The second step was to upload the tool to the Google Chrome store.
By doing this we were trying to make our tool installation user-friendly and available for
many users.

Figure 3.3.1a: Above screen capture is from the Google Chrome web store. It shows the actual view of the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistants on the Chrome web store.

Figure 3.3.1a shows the image of the Google Chrome web store. There are three main
things to see. Number 1 shows the name of the chrome extension that is GenderMag
Recorder’s Assistant with the number of weekly users and ratings given by the users.
Number 2 is a simple “Add to Chrome” button. Through this users don’t have to follow
multiple steps; just with one click, the extension will be installed on the Chrome browser.
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Number 3 shows the screenshots of the extension so a user can see how it will look like
before installing the extension on the browser.

Figure 3.3.1b: Overview and additional information about the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant

Figure 3.3.1b is divided into two main parts. The first part (Left) is an overview of the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant which talks about the extension in detail. The second
part (Right) covers additional information about the extension like a website link, version,
size, last updated date, language and developer contact detail. The overview also
contains the link for the privacy policy for the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant, which we
will see next.
Privacy policy:
Under the privacy policy, we describe how users’ information is collected, used, and
shared when they use the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant tool (Figure 3.3.1c). Through
this extension, we don’t transfer any data: the user’s computer data always stays in their
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computers’ local storage. The privacy policy also contains contact information if the user
needs any additional detail about the extension.

Figure 3.3.1c: Privacy policy for the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant.

Application Screenshot:
The extension starts from the bottom of the screen (Figure 3.3.1d) and at the start user
see the GenderMag maroon button at the bottom of the website. After clicking on it, the
user will see the actual extension, as in Figure 3.3.1d. In this screenshot, we used the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant chrome extension on the GenderMag.org website.
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Figure 3.3.1d: GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant Tool screenshot. Bottom is the tool; the top is the site being
evaluated.

All the screenshots of the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant are in the Appendix section.

3.3.2 Testing
Before I started, we had no testing process organized. So I created a testing procedure
template and pull request procedure template which we use for testing the extension on
different platforms. These are for internal use.
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TESTING PROCEDURE

● Tool Testing (mac ,windows ,laptop ,desktop)

○ Test latest downloaded tool installation on all platform and note down the
issues (installation steps are on the main page of the GitHub GenderMag
Recorder’s Assistant)
○ Check if GenderMag icon is present and it’s clickable at the bottom center of
the page(maroon GenderMag icon)
○ Run the entire GenderMag walkthrough with filling in all the details like
team, scenario, subgoals, actions and make sure you are getting the proper
output to excel file and images(if not then note down the issue)
○ Check the screenshots are visible properly in full-screen view
○ Test the drawing functionality with redo and undo option
○ Refresh the page occasionally to test the save state functionality(or navigate
to another page in the same tab)
○ Have a few extensions installed during the process(we had issues during
tool study of extensions conflicting with the tool)
○ Check all the above details with windows and mac operating system

● Tester Comments:
○ Issues:
- Platform:
- Description of the screen:
- Details:

○ Additional details if any:
-
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PULL REQUEST PROCEDURE

● Pull Request testing procedure
○ Before pulling any request make sure you are not merging directly on the
master
■ What this implementation fix?
■ Does this close any currently open issue? (Give issue id from issue
tracker)
■ Include any related logs, error, output files, etc.
■ Any other information?
After every pull request start with the testing procedure
● Tester Comments:
○ Issues:
- Platform:
- Description of the screen:
- Details:

○ Additional details if any:

3.4 What did I do about the Open-Source Environment?
I also added documentation and instruction to our GenderMag Recorder's Assistant Tool
open-source GitHub project.

Documentation helps newcomers: how to use a project, how to contribute back, the terms
of use and contribution, and the standards of conduct in a community. Improving that
documentation is an impactful way to contribute back to open source. Based on the 2017
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open-source survey (http://opensourcesurvey.org/2017/), incomplete or outdated
documentation is a pervasive problem, observed by 93% of respondents, yet 60% of
contributors say they rarely or never contribute to the documentation.

Figure 3.4a: The above graph shows that more than 90% of the problems encountered in open source projects
is due to incomplete or confusing documentation.

To make the project easy to understand and accessible for contributors we are following
the Github open source project community standard. We are following this standard to
help and grow a community and support contributors. Contributors can view a project
repository's community profile to see if they want to contribute to the project. We shield
our project under MIT software open source license so that any individual who is intrusted
in the project can contribute their ideas.

Readme file gives the overall picture of the project, the contribution file tells about how to
start contributing the new ideas and code of conduct documentation helps developers to
follow the guideline. Github Issues repository is a great way to keep track of tasks,
enhancements, and bugs for the project. They’re kind of like email - except they can be
shared and discussed with the rest of your team. A title and description describe what the
issue is all about and Color-coded labels help categorize and filter issues. Comments
allow anyone with access to the repository to provide feedback.
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Once the developer added the new idea into the project into their repository they can
send a pull request to merge the code into a new branch. Before merging the code
collaborator need to identify which new features are added through this pull request, for
that we created the pull request template. Every pull request needs to fill out the pull
request template that gives the overall information about the update in the code and if that
code change resolves any issue. Figure 3.4b shows a checklist for the GitHub community
profile which is satisfied by our project.

To bring the project up to community standards, we followed the GitHub guideline,
starting with the README file.

Figure 3.4b: Github’s recommendation for community standards checkmark shows that we followed all the
GitHub recommendations.
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3.4.1 Github
A README file is often the first item a visitor will see when visiting any repository on
GitHub. Its goal is to contain information that is commonly required to understand what
the project is about. A well-written README file helps a project to stand out from the
huge number of open-source projects on Github.

While writing our README file we considered the mental model of the user. The mental
model is what the user believes about the system and its based on belief, not facts. Our
README file is long so we divided the file into five small sections with different titles.
● What is the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant?
● How to install the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant
● How to Run a GenderMag Session Using the Tool
● Contributing
● FAQ’s

We started the README file with the headline “What is GenderMag Recorder’s
Assistant?” and under the headline, we explain what the project does and why the project
is useful. A full explanation of what is the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant you can see in
Figure 3.4.1a.

Figure 3.4.1a: Above figure explains what is GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant
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After the explanation of the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant, the reader will think about
how to use this tool? We jumped directly into “How to install the GenderMag Recorder’s
Assistant:”. If the reader is at this stage and reading the content we assume that the
reader is interested in contributing to the tool as a developer or might be curious about
the tool and wants to know the tool better before jumping into development part or reader
like to use this tool to identify gender-inclusiveness issues in software. Keeping these
things in mind we explained two different methods of how a user can install the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant tool into chrome browser. These two methods you can
see in Figure 3.4.1b.

Figure 3.4.1b: How to install the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant above figure explains both the methods for
installing the GenderMag Recorder's Assistant on chrome browser. We have drawn maroon boxes around each
section so that we can describe each.

Because GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant is a chrome extension and it takes several
steps to set up the tool for developers on the system, we have written all step by step
installation process as shown in Figure 3.4.1b. Method 1 and Method 2 is an easy way to
install directly from the Chrome Web Store. Chrome web store icon under Method 2
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contains the link of GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant extension which redirect users to
Chrome Web Store and the user can install the extension on the Chrome browser.

After the installation steps, we have an important section of the README file with the title
“How to Run a GenderMag Session Using the Tool” and this section explains the entire
process of running a GenderMag session with the help of a tool. We have written a step
by step process with one video example where a user is running a tool so the reader can
understand how the tool is being used in identifying gender-inclusiveness issues in
software.
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Figure 3.4.1c: “How to Run a GenderMag Session Using the Tool” Above image explains how to use the tool
with a step by step process and how to disable the tool after use. We have drawn maroon boxes around each
section so that we can describe each.

As soon as the user used a tool and found the issues in the software we explained how to
disable the tool from the chrome browser and that you can see at the bottom of Figure
3.4.1c “How to Run a GenderMag Session Using the Tool”. At this point, the reader
knows how to install the tool, How to run the tool and after running the GenderMag
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session how to disable the tool based on the explanation. So we assumed the reader is
ready to contribute on the project and we give them all the resources, contributing guide
and FAQ at the end of the README file.

Figure 3.4.1d: Above screen capture of readme file shows all the resources available for the reader and code of
conduct and contributing file as a developer guide. We have drawn maroon boxes around each section so that
we can describe each.

The Github recommendation for community standard project requires a Code of Conduct
and Contributing files. So we added both, which we will see in more detail shortly. The
resource contains the link of GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant extension which redirects
the user to the chrome store and the user can install the extension on his chrome
browser. That will help the user to understand how the extension works and on which
feature implementation they can contribute. Furthermore, we have short and long
published paper links that give depth information about the tool and research done on the
tool. The last one is a video link showing how to use the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant
for finding the gender-inclusiveness issues in software.
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“A code of conduct is a document that establishes expectations for behavior for your
project’s participants. Adopting, and enforcing, a code of conduct can help create a
positive social atmosphere for your community.”
(https://opensource.guide/code-of-conduct/)

Figure 3.4.1e: Code of Conduct file of GenderMag Recorder Assistant
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Contributing.MD contains guidelines to communicate how people should contribute to the
project. This file explains how to install a chrome extension on the local system
environment and how to start contributing to the project in a step-by-step manner. Figure
3.4.1f shows the overview of the contributing file highlighting the main points and we will
see each part of this file in detail.

Figure 3.4.1f:  shows the contributing.MD file which provides necessary help to the user to start contributing to
the project. W
 e have drawn maroon boxes around each section so that we can describe each.
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If we have any newcomers who want to contribute on projects and they are not familiar
with Git/GitHub for them, we have the Git Resources link Figure 3.4.1g indicated with a
number 1, which will help them to start contributing. The second box in Figure 3.4.1g
shows the installation steps for a developer who wants to contribute to the project and
these steps are different from the installation steps which we saw in Figure 3.4.1b. The
third box shows how to disable the GenderMag developer mode from the Chrome
browser.

Figure 3.4.1g: First part of Zoom out version of contribution.MD file W
 e have drawn maroon boxes and
numbers around each section so that we can describe each.

We just show the first half of the contributing file and now we will see the second half.
Figure 3.4.1h shows how to start contributing to the project with step by step process
starting from creating the new branch on GitHub and explains each step which will be
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helpful for the contributor. After this, Section 5 talks about the licensing work and Section
6 shows the number of existing contributors in the project.

Figure 3.4.1h: Second part of Zoom out the version of contribution.MD file. W
 e have drawn maroon boxes
around each section so that we can describe each.

Besides contributing files, we created a template for Pull Request, Bug report and feature
request. This template helps the user to document and file a new pull request, bug and
new feature on the project. The template contains several questions that will be answered
by contributors so it's easy to identify what contributor is trying to say and how that will be
helpful for the project.

Pull request template:
Project contributors will automatically see the template's contents in the pull request body
whenever they are creating a new pull request from their fork branch. This body part has
a question and after filling this question it gives an overall view about the pull request and
how that will help the project. This information will be helpful for a person who is
accepting and reviewing the pull request. Example of pull request we can see in Figure
3.4.1i.
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● What does this implementation fix? Explain your changes.
● Does this close any currently open issue? (Give issue id from issue tracker)
● Include any related logs, error, output files, etc.
● Any other information?

Figure 3.4.1i:  shows the Pull request template was used by one of the contributors to the project. We have
drawn maroon boxes around each section so that we can describe each.

We will see a Bug report and Feature request template in more detail under issue tracker.
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Issue Tracker:

The issue tracking system helps developers to Maintain and manage a list of issues on
the project. In a collaborating system, the Issue tracker helps in managing the project and
we can assign each issue to an individual person. Anyone can see all the updates on
each and every issue that exists in the system. We used GitHub Issues as the primary
technique to organize the project.

As seen in the image below GitHub issue tracker helps us to filter or sort the Issue based
on priority. All the different color tags are labels that help us to filter out the issues.

Figure 3.4.1j: GitHub issue tracker gives tags to help users choose issues they are interested in.

To create a new issue we just have to click on the green “New Issue” button on the top
right corner of the issue tracker Figure 3.4.1j. That will give different options to load issues
in the system. That different option we show in Figure 3.4.1k.
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Figure 3.4.1k: project bug reporting and idea suggestion template

Bug report template:

When the user clicks on “Get started” in front of the Bug report template in Figure 3.4.1k.
Contributors get the questions about reporting a new bug into the issue tracker. This
detailed information will be helpful for a person who will pick the bug and try to resolve it
from our issue tracker.

Bug reporting question for GenderMag Recorders Assistant project
● What Operating System?
● What steps will reproduce the issue?
● What would you expect to be the outcome?
● All these details help people to fix any potential bugs?
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Figure 3.4.1l: Above screenshot show the bug report template used by the contributor. We have drawn maroon
boxes around each section so that we can describe each.

Feature request template:

Basically its a template for a new feature suggestion for the project. When the user clicks
on “Get started” in front of the Feature request template in Figure 3.4.1k. Contributors get
the questions about reporting a new Feature into the issue tracker. This detailed
information will be helpful for a person who will pick the Feature and try to implement it.

Feature request question for GenderMag Recorders Assistant project
● Description (Example: feature to add exit button)
● Describe the feature to add (or improvement) (Example: there is no right way to
exit from the application)
● New feature fit for the project: how does your idea fit with the aim/scope of the
project? (Example: feature gives the workflow)
● Merits: what are the merits of the feature? (Example: prevent data loss)
● Screenshot, if you can show something similar or a sketch.
● Any other information.
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Figure 3.4.1m: Above screenshot show Feature request report template used by the contributor. We have
drawn maroon boxes around each section so that we can describe each.

Regular Issue:

If the issue does not belong to any above category then we can create a regular issue by
clicking on the blue link open a regular issue at the bottom of Figure 3.4.1k. The regular
issue doesn’t have any template; it’s just a blank screen where users can type and attach
screenshots.
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Figure 3.4.1n: The above screenshot shows a regular issue reporting used by the contributor.
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3.5 Data after using Github and chrome store

3.5.1 Github Data
● Contributors
A contributor is someone who likes the project and contributed some changes to a
project. For the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant application we have 13 unique
contributors who made some changes in the code and helped the project.

● Fork
A fork is a copy of a repository that you manage. Forks let you make changes to a project
without affecting the original repository. You can fetch updates from or submit changes to
the original repository with pull requests. For the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant
application we have 28 unique GitHub users who fork our project repository.
● Commits
A commit is individual changes to a file or set of files. Every commit is associated with a
unique ID called “SHA” or “hash” that allows us to keep a record of all the changes made
when and by who. Commits usually contain a commit message which is a brief
description of what changes were made. For the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant
application we have 210 unique commits till December 2019.

● Star
Users on the GitHub website are able to "star" other people's repositories, thereby saving
them in their list of Starred Repos. Some people use "stars" to indicate that they like a
project, other people use them as bookmarks so they can follow what's going on with the
repo later. For the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant application we have 18 unique
GitHub users who star our project repository.
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3.5.2 Chrome store data
From October 2018 till February 2020 GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant has 105
downloads from the Chrome Web Store.
All chrome web store data is from the application developer dashboard. The maximum
number of users of GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant was 21 in December 2019. The
following graph is based on chrome web store statistics from October 2018 till February
2020 and this graph shows Application usage based on the Operating system and that
helps us to identify our target population and based on this result we follow our testing
procedure. The operating system usage distribution of the users of the GenderMag
Recorder’s Assistant.

Figure 3.5.2a: the graph is based on chrome store statistics from October 2018 till February 2020 based on the
operating system.

The graph is based on chrome web store statistics from October 2018 till February 2020
and this graph shows Application usage based on Region all over the world. The
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant was used in 15 countries (Australia, Brazil, Canada,
Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Paraguay, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine,
United Kingdom, United States). The Geographical region distribution of the users of the
GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant.
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Figure 3.5.2b: the graph is based on chrome store statistics from October 2018 till February 2020 based on
Region. (see text for the full list of the region)
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4.

Persona Tool

4.1 Why a persona tool?
Before I created our persona editing tool, we could customize the persona in a
handwritten way or by editing a PDF, but both ways had issues. See table 4.1a.

Editing Handwritten persona

Editing PDF persona

You can’t just reformat or edit your writing as

Needs a specific product (Adobe Acrobat) to edit

easily as you can do it on a laptop.

the persona pdf file.

In most cases, writing takes longer than typing.

Not able to edit the preferred pronoun.

If a person has very difficult to read (or decrypt)

Result not formatted well.

handwriting.
Not able to edit the preferred pronoun.
Table 4.1a: Problems with our previous persona editing mechanism.

For example, at a meeting with one user, she pointed out that she had a hard time editing
the persona. She was trying to edit the Abi persona from a customizable Abi persona
PDF file. I checked her system and found that she did not have Adobe Acrobat. This
method of editing the persona was an obstacle for that user because her system didn’t
have what it needed. Installing new software is often not high on people's priority list.

It might seem like an electronic Abi would be the solution but a prior study [Mendez et al.
2018] showed that paper personas were more valuable to our users, For example, two
professional software developers at a West-Coast technology company, one man and
one woman, conducted a GenderMag evaluation of one of their company’s mobile
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printing apps using the Recorder’s Assistant tool. Interestingly, when the participants
needed to think more deeply about Abi, sometimes they chose to study the paper version
of Abi rather than the version the tool displaying on the screen even though the screen
version had explicit links to the full details.

West1 (minutes 19-20): “Motivation? Information Processing style?”
Both turn to the paper description and start studying it.
West1 reads aloud: “she prefers to use methods she is already familiar and comfortable
with…” W
 est1 turns back to screen and marks the facet.
West2 (studies paper further): “Maybe information processing style.”
They both start reading aloud from the paper…
West1 (minute 36, looking at a screen): “But Abby would read this, right?”
Goes back to studying the paper.
West2: (minute 39): “Even though I’ve done GenderMag a couple of times, I still have to
look at the paper.”
West1: (minute 1:42, during debrief, when asked why referred to the paper persona): “I
liked the ones up on the screen because they’re very succinct… but sometimes I had to
go back here because I thought there was something more, some detail that I wanted to
consider.”

Figure 4.1b: The above graph shows that the majority of the users like the paper persona as compared to Tool
persona. T: Tool Persona (on-screen), P: Paper Persona

The study [Mendez et al. 2018], found that when using the GenderMag Recorders
Assistant Tool or GenderMag paper-based method, the participants’ preferences and
ability to deeply engage with persona, pointed to paper personas.
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4.2 How our personas fit into GenderMag
In this section, we will see how personas work with GenderMag. A persona helps
designers and evaluators envision a particular group of users and their needs during
interaction design [Cooper 2004]. Personas are widespread in software design and
common in UX practice [Nielsen and Hansen 2014].

The GenderMag method currently has three personas: Abi (in older versions ‘Abi’ was
‘Abby’, and some figures show the older version), Pat, and Tim. All three personas are
identical in several ways: all have the same job, live in the same place, and all are equally
comfortable with mathematics and with the technology they regularly use. Their
differences are strictly derived from research on five facets: their Motivations to use
software, Information Processing Styles, Computer Self-Efficacy, Attitudes toward Risk,
and style of learning new technologies.
For each GenderMag session, a team selects one persona. Everyone in the room will
"become" the same persona. All three persona are customizable; teams can use the
persona as it is or they can customize based on need. The Appendices contain the set of
GenderMag personas, which together support analysis from several gender perspectives.
The empirical foundations of each persona are available at http://gendermag.org/.
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Figure 4.2a: Customizable Abi persona shaded parts are not tailored and unshaded parts can be tailored based
on need.

Figure 4.2a shows the Abi persona. The shaded parts are not changeable, but the
unshaded parts can be tailored to reflect the target user population. There are two
reasons for this. First, the facet values are based on extensive empirical data about how
differences in cognitive and problem-solving style characteristics statistically align with
large numbers of people of different genders. Second, the personas’ mathematical and
technical competence are present to guard against activating inappropriate (and
statistically incorrect) gender stereotypes.

The personas can be used exactly as they appear, or you can customize the modifiable
sections of your persona/s to represent your target users more closely. As Figure 4.2a
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shows, descriptive information such as age, occupation, location, photos, and so on can
all be tailored.

Figure 4.2b: Example of handwritten Persona where user can fill out the white blank space based on their
persona requirement

Fig 4.2b and 4.2c show the unshaded part of the handwritten persona and pdf persona
which the user can edit as per requirement.

Figure 4.2c: Example of PDF Persona where user can update the existing blue text on pdf file based on their
persona requirement
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4.3 The tool
The persona tool helps to resolve all the issues with our previous persona editing
mechanism. It's freely available on the GenderMag website and accessible from all the
web browsers.

For the development of the persona tool, I used simple HTML, javascript, and CSS
without any application framework or any specialized software. The reason behind using
simple languages is if a new person comes into our GenderMag team and he/she is not
aware of the latest technology and different frameworks, he/she can still update the
persona tool.

When developing the tool, I used “GenderMag moments” [Hilderbrand et al 2020] to help
eliminate usability issues from the tool.

Figure 4.3a: The above screenshot is a part of the Customizable Abi persona. Blue color text is editable based
on the user’s preference.
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Figure 4.3a shows the Customizable Abi persona, All the blue font text inside the text
boxes are default text and users can edit this text. These changes done by the user will
create the customized Abi persona which you can see in Figure 4.3b.

Figure 4.3b: This is a screenshot of a customizable Abi persona. After editing the blue text in figure 4.2e we get
this as a result.

After the development of the Abi persona tool, we started testing the tool with industry
people. We iteratively improved the Abi persona tool using their feedback. We are
particularly proud of the feedback we received from one Google Research Scientist  “The
persona generator is very nice! I'm looking forward to the version for the other personas.”

Later on, we came up with Pat and Tim personas. All the customizable persona are live
on gendermag.org website.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have GenderMag Recorder's Assistant contributors and users in 15 countries
(Australia, Brazil, Canada, Germany, India, Israel, Italy, Japan, Paraguay, Portugal,
Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, United Kingdom, United States), which we know from
GitHub repository and chrome webstore statistics. Figure 5a map shows that data.

Figure 5a: Above map shows where GenderMag tool used or people contributed from the countries shown in
the map (total of 15 countries)

In the future, we are planning to combine the GenderMag Recorder’s Assistant and
remote desktop applications for distributed GenderMag settings. Through this, any
software development team can run the GenderMag method regardless of each team
member’s geographical location.
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6. Appendix
How to run GenderMag Recorder’s, Assistant Tool:
After you have installed the GenderMag Recorder's Assistance extension a maroon button will appear on the
bottom middle of the screen. Click it to open the tool. The tool appears in the bottom panel, and the website/app
you are evaluating is in the top panel, in this example, we are evaluating the GenderMag website.

Figure 6a :A
 fter clicking on the maroon button, text explaining what GenderMag is will appear on the screen (bottom
panel). Click on "Start GenderMag" to get started (bottom center).

Figure 6b: Enter the name of your team and click submit ( bottom left).
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Figure 6c: Select the persona that you want to use for this session (bottom left). Currently, you can select from three
personas: Abi, Tim, and Pat. After you have selected the persona, the description of the selected persona you
selected will appear to the right. If you want to change the persona or team name, click edit on top of the tool ( top left
of bottom panel).

Figure 6d: Provide subject pronoun and possessive adjectives for your selected persona ( bottom left).
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Figure 6e: Describe the scenario your persona will be performing and click on “submit” (bottom left).

Figure 6f :E
 nter a subgoal and click “enter subgoal” (bottom left).
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Figure 6g :Answer Yes, No, and/or Maybe ( bottom left). to describe if the persona would have formed this subgoal as
a step to their overall goal. In the text box, explain why, why not, or why maybe. On the right of that text box, select all
the checkboxes corresponding to the facets that were used to answer the previous question. Then click save and
continue.

Figure 6h: Enter an action that pertains to this subgoal (bottom left).
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Figure 6i: Click on the 'click here' button ( bottom left) to get ready to capture a screenshot of the way the action looks
in the website/app you’re evaluating.

Figure 6j: As a result of your click, the tool creates a rectangular box. Move the rectangular box around the action
that you want to focus on and hit the left click. This will create a screen capture of action.
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Figure 6k : If you want to add more info to the capture click on the draw on the image button (Inside the floating tool
window) and annotate the image. If the image looks okay, click 'save and continue'.

Figure 6l: On the floating tool window, A
 nswer: Yes, No, and/or Maybe for, will the persona know what to do at this
step, and in the text box under it explain why, why not, or why maybe? On the right of that textbox select all the
checkboxes against the facets that were used to answer the previous question.
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Figure 6m: In the website/app you are evaluating, actually perform the action you indicated and click on the 'click
here' link in the floating window to continue.

Figure 6n: Because you performed the action, the website/app you are evaluating updates. Then in the tool window,
answer: Yes, No, and/or Maybe for, if the persona did the right thing will she know that they did the right thing, and is
making progress towards the goal and in the textbox under it explain why, why not, or why maybe? On the right of
that textbox select all the checkboxes against the facets that were used to answer the previous question. Click 'save
and continue' when ready.
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Figure 6o: 1) If your persona needs another action to complete the current subgoal, enter the new action in the top
text box and click 'add another action'. Return to Figure 6i and complete all subsequent steps.
2)If the subgoal is complete, but another subgoal is needed to complete the scenario, enter the subgoal in the bottom
text box and click 'create new subgoal'. Return to Figure 6g and complete all subsequent steps.
3)If the scenario has been completed, click 'save and stop GenderMag session'. This will take you to another page
and download a zip file with your session's information.

Figure 6p: If the zip file containing the detailed evaluation you just performed was not downloaded click the
Re-Download zip file. Otherwise, check the box next to the disclaimer saying that the file was downloaded and hit
"Quit GenderMag". This will reload the page and close the tool.
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Figure 6q: GenderMag Abi Persona

Figure 6r: G
 enderMag Pat Persona
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Figure 6s: G
 enderMag Tim Persona
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